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At the beginning of the second book of ‘De vulgari eloquentia’, Dante discusses the question of 
which themes deserve to be treated by the best poets in the venerable vernacular, and names three 
main themes (magnalia): salus videlicet, venus et virtus (II ii ), so the fitness for arms (armorum 
probitas), the passion of love (amoris accensio) and the righteousness of the will (directio voluntatis). 
This list of themes – weapons, love and moral-didactic poetry – thus excludes, among others, the 
genre of political poetry, although it was very much cultivated in Dante’s homeland of Italy. 
Presumably the reason for this omission is that in the eyes of the Florentine poet, political poetry 
is a hybrid genre, either because moral, social and military themes flow together in it, or because 
political poetry sometimes appears as fictional or allegorically dressed-up love songs and thus as a 
variant or subgenre of erotic poetry. For Dante, the magnalia must be treated by the best poets in 
each case in their pure form or else in the form of themes derived directly and immediately from 
them (Dve II iv ); political poetry, on the other hand, is invaded by a dimension of the contingent 
and accidental. Political poetry, insofar as it mostly relates to specific historical events, is partisan 
and directed towards a practical purpose (be it exhortatory, persuasive, propagandistic or 
defamatory). 

The reflections on the magnalia in ‘De vulgari eloquentia’ cannot necessarily be assigned to literary 
traditions other than Italian lyric poetry; nevertheless, they allow us to narrow down and 
characterize the field of political poetry as a whole. On this basis, the Fribourg Colloquium aims 
to explore European traditions of political poetry by gathering experts in medieval poetry who deal 
with lyrical traditions of different languages and geographical regions, between Iceland and the 
Caucasus, and inviting them to comparative discussions. The focus is on the period between the 
th and the first half of the th century. Besides the vernacular languages, the ‘sacred’ and/or 
‘imperial’ languages (Latin, Greek, Arabic, Hebrew) are also considered. 

What is the status of political poetry in a specific literary tradition or within related traditions? 
What are the formal characteristics of political poetry (metrical forms, mis-en-texte, mise-en-page)? 
Who are the authors and for what audience are the texts intended? Under what conditions were the 
texts handed down? Are they in dialogue with visual media? And around which historical events 
do political poems emerge? Can cross-linguistic and/or transnational themes and debates be 
discerned? Under what conditions can we speak of political propaganda in verse? The Fribourg 
Colloquium will attempt to provide answers to these and other questions in order to begin 
sketching the first outlines of an overall picture of European political poetry in the high and late 
Middle Ages. 


